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HAB AWABA
WHAT IS HABAWABA?

MISSION AND VALUES

EUROPEAN IN BARCELONA

HaBaWaBa is an English acronym meaning
“Happy Baby Water Ball”, symbolizing the joy of
a child practicing “the sport that is played with
the ball in the water”.

»» Let the children, apart from enjoying a team
sport, have a good time in and out of the water.
»» Encourage inclusion and respect through
sport.
»» Although the undisputed protagonists are children, relatives, fans and coaches are also an
important part of the event.

The 1st edition of the HaBaWaBa Spain 2018 will
be held in Barcelona coinciding with the 33rd
European Championships LEN de Water-polo
(14-28 July). Barcelona and Montjuïc will become
the epicenter of European water polo.

The tournament was created by the non-profit
Waterpolo Development and was organized for
the first time in 2008.
So far, it has been held up to 10 times in Italy,
with editions also in Greece and North America
The HaBaWaBa is the most relevant water polo
tournament and visibility among children of
formative categories (10U and 12U) worldwide.
The event will be held in Spain by the Royal
Spanish Swimming Federation, which has
awarded the Barcelona International Water Polo
Academy (BIWPA) to organize the HaBaWaBa Spain in Barcelona, within the framework of
the 33rd European Water Polo Championships
2018.
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¡Entradas
incluidas!
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HAB AWABA
INDIVIDUAL PARTICIPATION

INSTALLATIONS

INSCRIPTION PRICES:

HaBaWaBa Spain is a water polo festival that
welcomes players from all over the world. For
that reason, the kids that want to participate in
HaBaWaBa Spain separately, if their club can’t
go, will have the same opportunity to participate. Our technical team will be in charge of assigning individual participants with a club that
needs players, taking into account the necessity
and level of the team.

Located at the mythical Montjuic Mountain, The
Municipal pool was renovated to host the 1992
Olympic Games held in Barcelona.

Inscription for individual participants:
»» With accommodation at the Ramón Llull
Residence: PVP 435€
»» Without accommodation at the Ramón Llull
Residence: PVP 195€

The pool is located only 10 minutes away from
the Bernat Picornell Pool, where the European
Championship is held.

PRICES
Breakfast
Lunch and Dinner

PARTICIPATION REQUIREMENTS

Shuttle
Hotel - Pl. España

»» Individual participants will have to come with
their parents or legal guardians.
»» Individual participants will need to fit into
either U12 (2006/2007 +) o U10 (2008+).
»» Participants must arrive on the 17th of July
2018, because participants may have their
first game on July 18th at 9am.
»» Each individual participant that comes to
HaBaWaBa Spain will need to fill out a
inscription form.

Shuttle
Pl. España - Pools
Welcome Pack
European Championship
(18-21 july 2018)
Closing and Award
ceremony
Insurance
Medical and ambulance
service during the
tournament.
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WITH

WHITOUT
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HAB AWABA
INSCRIPTION PRICE PRICE FOR
PARTICIPANT AND PAYMENT
CONDITIONS
The fee for each participant is 435€ (with accommodation) and 195€ (without accommodation). The fee can be paid with two installments:
50% of the fee is due when you confirm your
participation and the remaining 50% before the
31st of May. The payments will be transferred
through a bank to the account below:
C/C bank account BIWPA
IBAN: ES03 0081 1689 8800 0109 8313
BIC/SWIFT: BSABESBB
You must indicate on the receipt: 1st payment /
2nd payment HBWBSP 2018+ name of the
participant.
The families will have the opportunity to allocate
themselves at the Ramon Lull Residence for 49€
per night and per person, double room (breakfast included). Participants who decide to stay

at the Ramon Lull Residence have to sleep
with their parents (or legal guardians) in the
same Residence. If a family does not want to
stay at the residence and prefer to find their own
accommodations, we have a list of hotels on our
website (http://habawaba.es/).
In case of opting for one of these hotels or the
Ramon Llull Residence, a 20% discount will be
offered on the purchase of tickets for the 33th
European Water polo Championships in
Barcelona 2018. HaBaWaBa Tournment will take
place at Montjuic, at the Bernat Picornell Pools,
only 10 minutes away from HaBaWaBa. The
participants that choose to stay at the residence
will have shuttle service to the competition pools
(Montjuic municipal pool) and shuttle service
back to the residence.
The families that decide to find accommodations on their own, will have to accompany their
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son/daughter each day to Plaza España, where
our buses will pick them up and take them to the
competition pools.
At the end of each competition day, the
participants will return to their hotels with their
parents/guardians, from Plaza España.
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HAB AWABA
PROVISIONAL AGENDA
July 17th
»» Team arrivals
»» Welcome Pack
handouts
»» Hotel check-ins

July 18th
»» Competition
»» (Morning)
»» Shuttle to European
Champ. (Morning)
»» Food
»» Competition
»» (Afternoon)
»» Dinner
»» Shuttle to European
Champ. (Night)

July 19th
»» Competition
»» (Morning)
»» Shuttle to European
Champ. (Morning)
»» Food
»» Competition
»» (Afternoon)
»» Dinner
»» Shuttle to European
Champ. (Night)

July 20th
»» Competition
»» (Morning)
»» Shuttle to European
Champ. (Morning)
»» Food
»» Competition
»» (Afternoon)
»» Dinner
»» Shuttle to European
Champ. (Night)

July 21st
»» Competition
»» (Morning)
»» Shuttle to European
Champ. (Morning)
»» Food
»» Competition
»» (Afternoon)
»» Dinner
»» Shuttle to European
Champ. (Night)
»» Closing Ceremony
»» Very special surprise!!
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July 22nd
»» Farewell teams

http://www.habawaba.es
info@habawaba.es

@habawabaspain

